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A legal update from Dechert LLP

FTC Report Shows that Oil Sector and Pharmaceutical Sector Mergers
Are Under the Antitrust Spotlight
The U.S. Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) issued a data report on January 4 regarding its
horizontal merger investigation and enforcement action record over the past fifteen years.
The report shows, sector-by-sector, the level of market concentration triggering FTC action,
as well as the impact of other antitrust enforcement variables including the presence of hot
documents, the presence of strong customer complaints, the number of significant
competitors, and entry conditions.
One major take-away from the report is that oil sector and pharmaceutical sector mergers stand out for
antitrust scrutiny. Another practical implication of the report’s data is that counsel should place heightened
focus on managing document creation and customer communications, both in connection with prospective
mergers and in the ordinary course of business.
The FTC investigates and challenges oil sector mergers at lower market share levels.
The report leaves little doubt that the most antitrust-sensitive industry by far is oil. The FTC data on secondrequest investigations by market concentration (as measured by the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index or “HHI”)
show that 71% of oil sector second-request investigations involved markets with HHIs below 2,400. The
next closest sector was grocery, at 11%. For all sectors other than oil, the rate was just 2%. Indeed, over the
past fifteen years, the FTC brought enforcement actions challenging mergers in 90 markets with HHI levels
below 2,000. The oil sector accounted for 100% of these. No other industry experienced an FTC merger
challenge at these concentration levels. The FTC will investigate and challenge oil sector mergers with
relatively low market shares.
When investigated, pharmaceutical sector mergers are most likely to be challenged.
The report shows that the FTC has not been investigating or challenging pharmaceutical sector mergers at
relatively low market shares, but when the FTC does investigate mergers in the pharmaceutical sector, it
almost always brings an enforcement action. Roughly 98% of second-request investigations in the
pharmaceutical sector result in some enforcement action, compared to 75% for all other sectors. Even in the
oil sector, second-request investigations lead to enforcement actions at a rate of about 75%. Once the FTC
initiates an investigation, pharmaceutical sector mergers are extremely likely to be challenged.
Hot documents and strong customer complaints may be fatal. The FTC report also provides
evidence on the impact of hot documents. The FTC defines “hot documents” as those in which the parties
predict the merger will lead to an adverse price or non-price effect (e.g., a capacity restriction). The
presence of hot documents, so defined, is relatively infrequent – the FTC uncovers hot documents just about
10% of the time. When they do arise, however, hot documents may doom the transaction. The FTC brought
enforcement actions in 89% of the investigations in which hot documents are present.
A similar picture emerges with respect to the data on “strong customer complaints” – defined as a credible
customer concern that a significant anticompetitive effect would result. The FTC brought enforcement
actions in 97% of the mergers involving strong customer complaints.
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